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This paper designs a tangible programming tool, E-Block, for children aged 5 to 9 to experience the preliminary understanding of
programming by building blocks. With embedded artificial intelligence, the tool defines the programming blocks with the sensors
as the input and enables children to write programs to complete the tasks in the computer.The symbol on the programming block’s
surface is used to help children understanding the function of each block. The sequence information is transferred to computer by
microcomputers and then translated into semantic information.The system applies wireless and infrared technologies and provides
user with feedbacks on both screen and programming blocks. Preliminary user studies using observation and user interview
methods are shown for E-Block’s prototype. The test results prove that E-Block is attractive to children and easy to learn and
use. The project also highlights potential advantages of using single chip microcomputer (SCM) technology to develop tangible
programming tools for children.

1. Introduction

Papert and Resnick et al. mentioned in their contributions
that learning how to program may result in changes to
the ways people think [1, 2]. Early studies with Logo also
showed that when introduced in a structured way, computer
programming can help children improve visual memories
and basic numbers senses as well as develop problem-
solving techniques and language skills [3]. However, most
of the existing programming languages are designed for
professionals and are based on texts and symbols which are
difficult for children to understand [4, 5]. Hence, previous
research works are conducted aiming at lowering the barrier
of programming for children [6].

Graphical programming has some significant advantages
over textual programming especially in providing visual
cues for young programmers [7, 8]. However, the usage of
keyboard and mouse which are major input methods in GUI
may be difficult for children [9, 10]. What is more is GUI’s
nature drawback that it falls short of embracing the richness
of human’s interaction with physical world [11]. This kind of
activities contribute to children’s learning [12].

Artificial intelligence with tangible programming is kind
of feasible programming method for children [13]. Tangible
interaction can stimulate multiple senses of children and
develop their cognitive abilities [14]. In addition, compared
with directly operating computers, using physical objects to
interact with computer is much easier to involve children
in the process [15]. Instead of using lines of dull codes, the
program becomes a collection of physical objects. Children
can write programs by assembling the physical objects with-
out keystrokes [16]. Thus, the programming could be more
intuitive to children.

Based on our previous work—T-maze [17], this paper
proposes a tangible programming tool: E-Block, which is
designed for children aged 5 to 9. It defines the programming
blocks and the sensors as the input and enables children
to write programs to complete the tasks in the computer
as Figure 1 shows. The symbol on the programming block’s
surface is used to help children understand the function of
each block. The sequence information is transferred to com-
puter by microcomputers and then translated into semantic
information. In E-Block, children need first to find a path for
the character to escape the maze in programming stage and
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Figure 1: Children with E-Block.

then run the program and trigger sensors when necessary
in running stage. In programming stage, when children add
a new block into sequence, feedbacks on the screen and
block itself will show whether it is placed correctly. Only
when it’s right, the children can continue programming. After
finishing the programming, children could run the program
by pressing the start button and enter the running stage. In
running stage the character will stop if hits the sensor cells.
Children should trigger relative sensors to keep the character
going.

2. Related Work

One of the earliest tangible programming projects is AlgoB-
lock [18]. It adopts several blocks as the interaction medium.
Every block has special semantics. Children could write
their own program to play a marine game by connecting
the objects. RoboTable2 [19] connects tangible programming
and graphical programming together on an interactive table
which combines several technologies such as camera, projec-
tor, computer vision, and blue tooth. It supports the novice
to manipulate robots by gestures [17], TUI, and GUI. The
whole system is based on the event model by which user
needs to define events to trigger certain behavior on the robot.
Though the concept of programming in the above works is
easy to understand, there still exist some improvements that
could be done to themanipulations.Thewires between blocks
might limit children’s activities. Moreover, some complicated
scenarios are not suitable for young children.

Tangible programming bricks [20] proposed by MIT
with PIC microprocessor built in each physical program-
ming brick communicate with the computer by using a
card slot. Children put the bricks into the card slot in
different sequences to control the game objects like toy trains
and household appliances. This work is highly functional,
containing alot of different programming concepts. TurTan
[21] is a desktop tangible programming system designed for
Turtle Geometry, which is based on Logo. It adds multitouch
and gesture recognition into the system. It uses a camera to
capture and recognize the real-time position of fingers and
objects on the desktop. Then the projector outputs the real-
time feedback of the system. Users can control the entire
drawing process by manipulating predefined commands in

a tangible user interface on the table. The above works
require scientific knowledge or contain other concept in the
defined commands which might be hard for young children
to understand.

Electronic Block [22, 23] uses building blocks to program.
It consists of three types of building blocks: sensor block as
input, logic block to conduct logic computation, and behavior
block as output. It is designed for the preschoolers so that the
syntax is simple, easy to manipulate, and free from spatial
limitation [24, 25]. Schweikardt and Gross [26] proposes a
tangible programming language named roBlock. A processor
is installed in each block. The blocks are divided into 4
categories according to their functions: sensor, actuator, logic,
and utility. Users can build their own robots by connecting
different blocks. Its working principle is quite similar to
Electronic Block, so they are all highly functional. Tern [27,
28] is another tangible programming language given byHorn
and Jacob and so forth. The programming blocks are made
of wooden blocks and every block has specific semantics.
Children assemble the blocks to express certain meanings.
After writing program with the blocks, children need to
manually use camera to capture the block sequence’s image
that is transferred to computer to identify the information
and control virtual roles or real walking robot. Though, the
above programming tools are easy to manipulate; however,
they fail to support real-time debug and thus offer little help
on the programming debug. Once errors are detected, the
systems depend on children’s own understanding about the
task to correct them, which makes programming difficult for
beginners.

Based on these previous contributions, we want to
develop a system which has the following characteristics.
When a child is programming, the system is highly syn-
chronous to the child’s latest manipulation. Children are
able to place the program blocks with no space limitation.
Different kinds of feedbackswill appear on both the computer
screen and the tangible programming tools, making benefits
for children to position and analyze accurately.

3. Implementation

E-Block was proposed to solve problems in our previous sys-
tem T-Maze which is based on computer vision technology
[29]. In our user study, childrenwere asked to use two systems
in order to find the potential advantages of using single
chip microcomputer (SCM) technology to develop tangible
programming tools of children. Therefore it is needed to
briefly describe how T-Maze functions.

3.1. T-Maze System. T-Maze is composed of maze game, pro-
gramming wooden blocks, camera, and sensor input devices.
The maze escaping game, which is the same with the one
of E-Block, requires children to control the virtual character
in maze to go through relative sensor cells and finally reach
the exit of the maze. Children manipulate different wooden
blocks to write their own program, which can control the
character’s moving in the maze. The tool uses a camera to
catch the image of the wooden blocks which can be used to
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analyze the semantics of children’s program. Several problems
were found in the T-Maze. First, children are required to
program within an area of 25 cm ∗ 30 cm. The programs out
of this identification area of cameras could not be captured,
which results in children’s confusion. Second, the system is
based on computer vision which has its inborn drawbacks—
camera occlusion. During the test of T-Maze, children could
not help raising their hands , blocking between cameras and
programs. This caused the delay problem of feedback. Third,
feedback is totally shown on screen. Children have to switch
attentions between screen and blocks in order to debug.
Figure 2 shows T-Maze system.

3.2. E-Block System. E-Block is composed of four parts: the
maze game, the programming blocks, the wireless box, and
the sensors (see Figure 3). We will introduce each part next.

3.2.1. Maze Game. The virtual maze is composed of four
kinds of cells (see Figure 4): start cell, end cell, normal cell,
and sensor cell. There is a face on the top left corner of
screen to show the real-time feedback. In the programming
stage, the character starts from the start cell and children can
place the direction block and the sensor block to indicate
a path from start cell to end cell. In the running process,
the character starts to walk and children have to trigger the
relative sensor when the character is stopped by the sensor
cell. The rules of this game are listed as follows.

R1: If input is Direction TopRight and the upper right cell
of the current location of character is feasible, then
give smiley face, green arrow on the screen and blue
LED on block.

R2: If input is Direction Top Right and the upper right
cell of the current location of character is not feasible,
then give sad face on screen and red LED on blocks.

R3: If input is Direction Top Left and the upper left cell of
the current location of character is feasible, then give
smiley face, green arrow on the screen and blue LED
on blocks.

R4: If input is Direction Top Left and the upper left cell of
the current location of character is not feasible, then
give sad face on screen and red LED on blocks.

R5: If input is Direction Bottom Right and the lower right
cell of the current location of character is feasible,
then give smiley face, green arrow on the screen and
blue LED on blocks.

R6: If input is Direction Bottom Right and the lower right
cell of the current location of character is not feasible,
then give sad face on screen and red LED on blocks.

R7: If input is Direction BottomLeft and the lower left cell
of the current location of character is feasible, then
give smiley face, green arrow on the screen and blue
LED on blocks.

R8: If input is Direction Bottom Left and the lower left
cell of the current location of character is not feasible,
then give sad face on screen and red LED on blocks.

Figure 2: T-Maze system.
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Figure 3: E-Block tool.

R9: If input is Tangible Button and there exist Tangible
Button cell nearby, then give smiley face, green arrow
on the screen and blue LED on blocks.

R10: If input is Tangible Button and there is no Tangible
Button cell nearby, then give sad face on screen and
red LED on blocks.

R11: If input is Light Sensor and there exist Light Sensor
cell nearby, then give smiley face, green arrow on the
screen and blue LED on blocks.

R12: If input is Light Sensor and there is no Light Sensor
cell nearby, then give sad face on screen and red LED
on blocks.

R13: If input is Temperature Sensor and there exist Tem-
perature Sensor cell nearby, then give smiley face,
green arrow on the screen and blue LED on blocks.

R14: If input is Temperature Sensor and there is no Tem-
perature Sensor cell nearby, then give sad face on
screen and red LED on blocks.

3.2.2. Programming Blocks. Programming blocks send com-
puter their physical information which is then translated into
the program semantics. In E-Blocks, there are four kinds of
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Figure 4: Maze game.

programming blocks: start block, end block, direction block,
and sensor block (see Figure 5). As Figure 6 shows, each block
has a single chip microcomputer, an infrared transmitter and
receivermodule, a cell batterymodule, awirelessmodule, and
an LED. When a new block is added to the array, the former
block’s infrared signal will activate the new added one. The
new added block will send its identity code to wireless box
which is connected to PC through USB port. At the same
time, it will open its own infrared transmitter. Wireless box
will get the physical information from the content and the
order of the identity codes received and will then send this
information to PC.

(1) Infrared Transmitter and Receiver Module. The adjacent
programming blocks transmit data through infrared trans-
mitter and receiver module (VS0038). The former block’s
infrared signal activates the latter one. After activated, a block
will send its identity code to computer by wireless module;
at the same time, it will open its infrared transmitter and
wait to activate next added block. Computer will get the
sequence information from the identity code received.Weuse
PulseWidthModulation (PWM) to encode the identity code.
Similar technology is used in the television remote control.

(2) Wireless Module. The computer communicates with the
programming blocks through wireless module. After acti-
vated, a block will send identity code to computer by wireless
module. Computer will get the sequence of blocks by adding
the new identity code to the end of sequence. In the same
way, computer will remove the identity code from sequence
if the block is removed. If the new added block is not correct,
the wireless module will receive a signal from computer and
notice the red LED to flash.

(3) LED Module. In the maze map, the gray cells are not
reachable. If the child manipulates the character to the
unreachable cell, or if the child places a direction block in the
sensor cell instead of a sensor block, it will generate an error.
If the new added block fits the cell, the blue LED of the block
will start to light to distinguish it from the unattached blocks.
If the computer finds errors in the programming sequence,
the smile face on the screen will turn sad. After that, the
computer will find the location of the problematic block and
then send a signal to the wireless module of the problematic
programming block. As a result, the red LED of the block
starts to light to indicate potential error. In this case, children
can find the problematic block easily and then try to solve the

problem. LEDmodule is on the upper surface of the block so
that users can notice it easily as soon as it starts to flash.

(4) Wireless Box. Wireless box is connected to PC through
USB port. It will send a request to the programming blocks
in turn and wait for their responses. If the wireless box does
not receive anything, it means that the programming block is
not in the sequence. On the contrary, if the block is added to
the sequence, it will send to wireless box its own code. The
wireless box will then send the information to PC via USB
port. When PC finds some errors in the programming block
sequence, it will send a signal to the relative block which will
cause the LED to flash.

3.2.3. Sensor Input Devices. Sensor input devices have two
functions. Firstly, when children finish programming, they
need to press the start button on the sensor input devices
to change the programming stage into the running stage.
Secondly, in running stage, when the character meets the
sensor cell, children need to trigger the relative sensor to
keep it going. There are three kinds of sensors as Figure 7
shows: Temperature Sensor, Light Sensor, and Tangible But-
ton Sensor. Each sensor has its own way of being triggered:
Temperature Sensor needs to be warmed, Light Sensor
shaded, and Tangible Button Sensor pressed. We provide
sensor input part because it corresponds to the input part of
the program’s operation, and at the same time, increases the
interests of children and adds more elements to the system.

3.2.4. System Advantages

(1) Fast-Real Time Presentation on PC. Fast real time pre-
sentation indicates that it needs about 0.1-0.2 s to change
one or more program blocks (produce one or a group of
new orders) to PC recognition and finally to the disposal
of this group of orders. With the questionnaire, we found
that when finishing the placement of a new program block,
children would pay attention to the change in the computer
screen. In the previous T-Maze experiment, a large number
of children responded that the computer processing speed on
the program block change was too slow, which resulted in
their confusions about the feedback of their manipulations.
E-Block solved the problem by the adoption of infrared and
wireless technologies.

(2) Fixable and Free Placed Position of Program Block. The
effective identification area of E-Block program block is very
large. In a range of 4-5 meters, it can effectively and rapidly
recognize the program block. When placing the program
block, it does not need to be operated in the fixed range of
the camera. Children can randomly place blocks in their own
favorite positions. At the same time, as long as they are not
changing the order, they could move the well-placed blocks
to anywhere.

(3) Feedback Appeared in Both Blocks and PC Screen. This
function contributes to children’s debug of program and leads
the children to focus on the task and operation, rather than
staring at the smiling face in the upper-left corner of the
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(a) Start and end blocks (b) Sensor blocks (c) Direction blocks

Figure 5: Tangible Blocks.
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Figure 6: Single chip microcomputer in E-Block.

Figure 7: Sensor input devices.

screen. This feedback mechanism can also act as a trial to
themanipulation of informationmutualization. Children can
place the manipulation to programming, and at the same
time the operation result of the program will be shown in the
tangibles.

(4) The Role of Sensor. The sensor has the following several
effects: correspond to the input part of the operation section
in the actual programming, while increasing the interest
of children, adding more abundant element for the system.
In our tradition programming method, there will be some
statements (such as “printf ” function in C language) to
receive some orders from the keyboard or mouse in the
program operation. After the program is operated, we can
input the orders or data with these external devices to keep
the program operating. So is the role of sensor. At the same
time, the sensors can make the system more attractive for
children. In the test process, many children showed great

interest in the Pressure Sensor and Temperature Sensor
devices. The sensors raised children’s degree of participation
in the running stage of their programs.

4. Use Case

In E-Block, children need first to find a path for the character
to escape the maze in programming stage and then run
the program and trigger sensors when necessary in running
stage. In this part, a simple use case will be described.

4.1. Programming Stage. After successfully choosing a mis-
sion, children will start the programming stage. Children
must place the start block as the start of the block sequence.
Then they need to put the proper direction block into the
block sequence which indicates the direction user wants the
character to go.Whenprogramming the path of the character,
children need to place the right sensor block to go on the
path when the path hits any sensor cells. If children place
wrong programming block in the sequence the smile face on
the screen will turn sad. In the meanwhile, the LED in the
problematic block turns red so that user can easily find which
block is wrong (see Figure 8).

4.2. Running Stage. When children finish the task in pro-
gramming stage, they need to press the start button on the
sensor input devices to turn the E-Block into running stage.
And the character will start walking according to the path
programmed before.When the character encounters a sensor
cell, it will stop until children trigger the relative sensor (see
Figure 9).

5. User Study

The user study is a comparison test between E-Block with
the former work, T-Maze, which uses computer vision tech-
nology to realize the recognition of blocks. It talks about
the advantages and disadvantages of SCM-version tangible
programming tool, E-Block, compared with the camera-
version tool T-Maze.

5.1. Procedure. We ran the user study with a total of 11
children (3 boys and 8 girls) aged 5 to 9. They were asked
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Figure 8: A simple case of usage.

Figure 9: Trigger the relative sensor.

to complete three levels of tasks that need 7, 11, and 12
programming blocks, respectively. The maze-escaping tasks
in T-Maze and E-Block were basically the same. The only
difference was the blocks they used in the test; T-Maze used
computer vision technology and the block was smaller (about
3 cm ∗ 3 cm ∗ 3 cm) with no feedback providing function
itself, while blocks of E-Block had LED as feedback and
were bigger (about 7 cm ∗ 7 cm ∗ 7 cm). One researcher
was available to support children. The study included three
stages: explanation and demonstration stage, test stage, and
interview stage.

The first stage: explanation and demonstration. We first
introduced the composition of T-Maze and E-Block and how
to use them. After that, a detailed demonstration video was
played together with a real demonstration.

The second stage: test. Children were randomly divided
into two groups: 5 children played T-Maze first and then
played E-Block. The rest played in the adverse way. We
videotaped the whole test process.

The third stage: interview. Once the children completed
both T-Maze and E-Block tasks, they were asked to finish
a questionnaire and then interviewed individually to gauge
their perception on their play experience.

5.2. Coding. Based on the information that we got from
interview and tapes, we focused our research on the following
aspects: first, whether the tool is easy for children in learning
and manipulation; second, what merits are brought by the
SCM-version tangible programming tool, E-Block, compared
with the camera-version tool, T-Maze, and how these merits
influence children’s learning and manipulations. For the

Table 1: Coding scheme for behaviors.

Behavior type Example

Space-related behavior Move the out-of-boundary programming
blocks back to the recognition region

Feedback-related
behavior

Look at screen/LED immediately after an
addition of a block

Occlusion-related
behavior Put hand between camera and blocks

Programming operation Add/remove a block to/from sequence of
programming blocks

Table 2: Coding scheme for utterances.

Utterance type Example

Space-related talk You should keep unused blocks out of the
recognition region

Feedback-related
talk

Look, the smiling face turns sad; do you
notice, the LED is flashing?

Occlusion-related
talk

Remember, you should add a block like
this; don’t put your hand over blocks

Other talk That’s so cool!; I need a green block

11 children being videotaped, we transfer their manipula-
tions together with researcher’s guidance manipulations into
behaviors and transfer their conversations into utterances.

Because the running state of T-Maze and E-Block is
exactly the same, we only use codes to analyze programming
state in order to find the differences between them. A total
of 300 minutes (132 minutes of T-Maze and 168 minutes of
E-Block) were reviewed and annotated by two researchers.
Codes were used for analysis if they occurred or not within
every five-second interval. Videoswere coded into one of four
categories: space-related behavior, occlusion-related behavior,
feedback-related behavior, or programming operation, the
numbers of which are shown in Figure 10. Accordingly, we
also coded all the utterances consisting of continuous talk
without long pauses into one of four categories: space-related
talk, occlusion-related talk, feedback-related talk, or other talk,
the numbers of which are shown in Figure 11. The full set
of codes is shown in Tables 1 and 2. In total, we coded 1106
behaviors and 151 utterances in T-Maze: an average of 33.5
behaviors (SD = 11.24) and 4.58 utterances (SD = 2.08)
per task. In E-Block, the numbers are 773 behaviors and 98
utterances in total. 23.4 behaviors (SD = 4.36) and 2.97
utterances (SD = 1.08) per task. We obtained almost perfect
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agreements for data of behaviors and 90% agreements for
data of utterances based on 100% of the data (Kappa =
1 and 0.87 resp.). We defined space-related and occlusion-
related behaviors and utterances to have negative influence
on programming because they were to solve the problem
caused by hardware and did not contribute to program. We
hope E-Blcok can better focus children on programming by
reducing such behaviors and utterances. The questionnaire
in interview section was a Likert-type scale composed of
four questions with punctuation from one to five, one being
the minimum and five the maximum score. We analyze the
results of video and interview in the following section.

5.3. Results. In this section, we first prove E-Block to be
easy for children in learning and manipulation and then
start to compare E-Block with T-Maze. The major difference
between E-Block andT-Maze is that E-Block enables children
to place the block without considering the camera’s view
scope and occlusion problem. Spatial constraints, occlusion
problem, feedback, and programming operation are used
as comparison points. They are represented by behaviors
and utterances, respectively. We discuss the totals, averages,
and proportions for all behaviors and utterances in the
programming stage, which leads to a preliminary comparison
between tangible programming tools using computer vision
technology and single chip microcomputer. We hope this
comparison may provide references for future design.

5.3.1. General Results. According to the observation and the
questionnaires we collected in the test, we find that every
child in our test showed great interest in E-Block. Many
children were interested in the sensor and asked us “what is
this? How to use it?” Once they saw the character escaping
themaze, some said: “Well done!” In the questionnaire, when
asked how much they like the game (like very much, like,
normal, dislike, dislike very much), 6 children said they liked
it very much, 3 selected “like” and 2 selected “normal”. When
being asked which part they liked most, some children said
that they liked triggering the sensor and some said that they
are fond of placing the block and manipulating the character
to escape the maze. According to the observation, we found
that all the children could master the tangible programming
block tool quickly. Although some younger children could
not place all the blocks in the right order for the first time,
we find they were able to adjust the blocks according to the
real-time feedback on the screen or the feedback on the block.

5.3.2. Spatial Constraints. In E-Block, children would not
need to worry about whether the block is within the range
of the camera because they can place them anywhere as
long as wireless box can receive wireless signal from wireless
module in each block. This distance is about 15 meters from
a limit test of E-Block while the programming space of T-
Maze is only 25 cm ∗ 30 cm. As defined in Table 1, the average
number of space-related behaviors is 3.33 (SD = 1.05) per
task in T-Maze and 2 (SD = 0.94) in E-Block. As defined
in Table 2 the average number of space-related utterances is
1.67 (SD = 0.58) per task in T-Maze and 0.27 (SD = 0.46) in
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Figure 10: Number of behaviors by category type.
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Figure 11: Number of utterances by category type.

E-Block. Figures 10 and 11 demonstrate that such behaviors
and utterances reduced significantly in E-Block; however,
large size of the programming block also caused some space-
related behaviors and utterances. Children had to push the
existing block sequence to keep it from going out of desktop.
Therefore, we deduce that if the programming blocks in E-
Block had had the same size of those in T-Maze, space-related
behaviors and utterances would have appeared even fewer.
The recognition area of camera-version programming tool is
influenced by the performance of camera to a great extent;
however, the wireless technology of SCM enables children to
manipulate in much larger area.

5.3.3. Occlusion Problem. In E-Block, children had no needs
to worry about whether they may block the camera. The
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average number of occlusion-related behavior is 7.97 (SD =
2.33) per task in T-Maze and 0 (SD = 0) in E-Block.
The average number of occlusion-related utterance is 0.67
(SD = 0.58) per task in T-Maze and 0 (SD = 0) in E-Block.
When playing T-Maze, even being told that they shall not put
their hands on the block, children still did it unconsciously.
Such occlusion-related behaviors might cause the inaccurate
feedback. When children saw the result on the screen being
different from what they expected, they were confused and
even changed the right program. Some of them asked in
T-Maze: “Why cannot I just tell the computer what I have
placed?” Such problem disappeared in test of E-Block for the
different way of block recognition. In this case, the occlusion
problem of camera-version programming tool is solved by
SCM technology [25].

5.3.4. Feedback. In T-Maze the only feedback is the smil-
ing/sad face on the top left corner of screen.While in E-Block,
besides that feedback, the LED onwrong programming block
in the sequence will also start to flash if a programming error
is detected. The total number of feedback-related behaviors
and utterances is close to the number of programming
operations. We found that in most cases, children would
look for feedback after a programming operation unless they
were very confident.The average number of feedback-related
behaviors is 10 (SD = 1.27) per task in T-Maze and 9
(SD = 1.03) in E-Block. The average number of feedback-
related utterances is 0.64 (SD = 0.58) per task in T-Maze
and 0.61 (SD = 0.55) in E-Block. The numbers of such
behavior and utterance in E-Block differed slightly from
that of T-Maze; however, from the collected questionnaire,
9 children said that the feedback on block helped them to
find the wrong block much more quickly and accurately
compared with that in T-Maze. Only 2 boys did not paymuch
attention to the block’s feedback, because they learned E-
Block in the shortest time and always placed the right block.
This feedback mechanism can also act as a trial to realize
informationmutualization between children and the physical
objects they manipulate. It can be easily realized by SCM-
version programming tool thanks to the inner circuit of each
block.

6. Discussion

Figure 10 shows that children devoted a much larger portion
of their total behaviors to programming in E-Block (53.0%
compared with 36.4%). In addition, Figure 11 shows that
the utterances concerning spatial constraint and occlusion
problem in E-Block were much fewer than those in T-
Maze (9.2% compared with 51.0%). In E-Block, children had
fewer behaviors and utterances irrelevant to programming,
by which we conclude that E-Block enables children to better
focus on programming rather than solving the problem
caused by camera. The questionnaires further support our
conclusion that 5 out of 11 children said that spatial constraint
made it difficult for them to program and 9 out of 11 children
said T-Maze is unstable which we attribute to the occlusion

problem. After the user study, we found two problems:
(a) recognition speed has a crucial influence on children’s
learning of E-Block, and (b) feedback should be properly
designed for children’s attentions.

6.1. Recognition Speed. In the user study, a large number of
tested children responded that T-Maze is too slow (about 3
seconds to react). They doubted whether their programs are
right and can function because of the delay. Such problem,
though few, also appeared in the first version of E-Block.
The improved E-Block better solved the delay problem by
reprogramming each block and changing the communication
method between master SCM (in wireless box) and servant
SCM (in each programming block).The limit test showed the
improved E-Block reacted to the change of block sequence
within 0.3 second.

6.2. Feedback. Flashing of LED was inconspicuous based
on our user study. Therefore, we reprogrammed and added
blue and red LEDs to each block. After the user study, we
invited 5 children playing the same tasks as in the user
study. We focused on how the improved E-Block solved
the problems above and how the improvement influenced
children’s programming performances.

We video-recorded the programming stage and counted
the number of each kind of behaviors and utterances just like
the user study.The feedback-related behaviors and utterances
were further divided into feedback on block related and
feedback on screen related.The data shows that when playing
with improved E-Block, children had a higher proportion of
behaviors and utterances related to the feedbacks on block
rather than on screen (64% and 72% compared with 43% and
47%, resp.). The user study demonstrated that the improved
E-Block reacted faster and provided conspicuous feedback.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper’s contribution could be summarized into the
following points. Firstly, it presents a programming tool
which enables children to write programs by placing wooden
blocks. Secondly, it provides a new map method between
the block’s function and the program semantics. Thirdly,
the system offers help on debug by giving feedbacks on
both screen and the programming blocks, which effectively
helps children to learn programming.We conducted the user
experiments on this programming tool. The user study is
designed to compare E-Block with the former work: T-Maze.
The comparison leads to a further discussion between SCM-
version programming tool and camera-version tool. The
result shows that E-Block is not only interesting to children
but also easy to learn and use. Compared with T-Maze, E-
Block better focuses children on programming because of
the high proportion of programming operations and low
proportion of space-related and occlusion-related utterances.
The conclusion is also supported by the result of the interview.

In the future, we intend to design more programming
blocks and add more scenarios into this tool to introduce
more programming concepts. Feedback on physical object
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itself is a great source of inspiration for future work. Future
work will mainly focus on getting rid of the computer screen.
Children can place the blocks to programming and the
operation’s result of the program will be shown on the blocks
themselves.
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